I found a climbing structure for the

Some animals climb to hide. Others climb to get a good view. Many animals that climb have sharp claws.

I found a toy for the

Toys can be fun, but they also let the animal use its brain to solve a problem—like how to get treats out of a ball.

I found a pool for the

Many animals are great swimmers. A pool lets them exercise and can help an animal stay cool on a hot day.

I found a basking spot for the

Many animals bask in the sun to get warm. Some of the animals at the Zoo have heat lamps so they can bask on a cloudy day, too.

I found a burrow for the

Many animals dig burrows to hide from predators or as shelter from the weather.

I found a browse feeder for the

Many animals spend most of their day feeding on leaves. At the Zoo, hay and leaves in a browse feeder act like a tree.
I found a food treat for the
Keepers often hide food treats in the exhibits to let the animals use their excellent sense of smell.

I found a large rock for the
Some animals like to stand on a large rock for a good view. They may then use excellent eyesight to look for predators—or prey.

I found a door to an area off exhibit at the
I found a mulch pile for the
Many animals have long claws to make them good diggers. At the Zoo, many animals have mulch or dirt piles to dig in—sometimes to find treats!

I found blankets for the
Keepers give blankets and straw to some animals to use as a bed. The animals may cover themselves with the blankets, or pile them to make a nest!